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Stith Testifies At Senate Hearing
by Dan Avila

I

J

On November 12, Professor Richard
Stith of. Valparaiso University School
of-Law testified before the U.S. Senate
Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee
on the Constitution. He spoke in favor
of SJR 110, the "Human Life Federalism Amendment,'' more commonly
called the ''Hatch Amendment. ''
Introduced by Senator Orrin Hatch
(R-Utah), the proposed amendment to
the Constitution declares that no right
to abortion exists under the Fourteenth Amendment and would allow
both Congress and state legislatures
to enact anti-abortion legislation.
Many observers, including Prof. Stith,
feel that SJR 110 is the only pro-life
amendment capable of passing Congress today.
The amendment is not without its
detractors, however. In fact, a battle
of Civil War proportions is shaping
up; a battle many liken to the
brouhaha that surrounded the Missouri Compromise of 1820. The Hatch
Amendment battle pits not only prolifers against pro-choicers, but is
turning member against member
within each movement.
The Senate subcommittee, chaired
by Sen. Hatch, held a series of
hearings in October. and Novemb~r,
the first such hearings on pro-hfe
amendments since 1975 when Birch
Bayh was chairman. There are currently four amendment p~oposals
pending before the subcommittee. No
action is expected on any amendment
until early 1982.
Professor Stith spent most of the
morning of November 12 testifying in
favor of SJR 110, which reads:

A right to abortion is not secured
by this Constitution. The Congress
and the several States shall have
concurrent power to restrict and
prohibit abortion; provided that a
law of a state which is more restrictive than a law of Congress
shall· govern.
Prof. Stith read from a prepared

statement, and began by describing
the present .s tate of the law under~
v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton. He
detailed how the U.S Supreme Court
granted a constitutional right to
abortion throughout pregnancy and,
in his words, "turn(ed) the early
stages of our comm~m human speci~~
into absolutely private property.
Worse than the results of Roe and
BQlkm, according to Stith, was the
Court's legal reasoning: '' (T)o sustain
its new right to abortion, the Court
pretends not to know whether actual
human life exists prior to birth ...
the Court has closed its eyes to the
reality of abortion-and has blindfolded
our legislatures. ''
By arbitrarily defining birth as the
beginning of life and personhood,
Stith contended that all human rights
were and continue to be jeopardized.
If the life of a child is willingly ignored
before some logically arbitrary point,
then that life after can just as easily be
ignored. The line of demarcation
becomes readily movable. If the
definition of when a human being
exists is arbitrary, then the· rights that
accompany that existence are subject
to recission at any time.
According to Stith, birth is an
arbitrary point. The Court presented
no reason for using birth as the start
of legally protected life. Thus, no
appeal to reason can keep that point
from wavering, bending and finally
stretching into adulthood. Reason was
eliminated by the Court as a weapon
against its power to give and take
away human rights. "(Our) world is
an Orwellian nightmare, just as in
1984 where one could not sensibly be
a pacifist because war was officially
defined as peace. If the factual
concepts on which legal decisions are
based are mandatorily defined in ways
which can support only the results
reached, the possibility of reasoned
public criticism is eliminated,'' said
Stith.
Prof. Stith next detailed ways in
which the Supreme Court decisions
could be overturned. The best way

would be to recognize the developing
human embryo and fetus as a constitutional person under the Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments, reasoned
Stith. Conception would be a logical
and non-arbitrary starting point for
personhood. For it is at conception
that the new being becomes a
separate entity. But any amendment
proposing to grant a new child with an
absolute and inviolable right to life
would be impractical and politically
susceptible to defeat.
In practice, an amendment that calls
the right to life "paramount" and
declares that no unborn person could
be deprived of life by any other
person, would be merely symbolic,
expressing no more than an ideal.
''Persons do not have absolute rights,
and equal protection does not mean
identical treatment but only nonarbitrary treatment . . . . Personhood for the unborn ... would not lock
us into some kind of rigid policy of
treating abortion as murder. It would
ensure only that the unborn's interests are taken into account like
anyone else's, that we make a good
faith effort to protect them . . . not
that their interests become the whole
of our concerns,'' Stith argued.
Stith advised the subcommittee that
a personhood-conferring amendment
may be politically difficult to pass as
well. Opponents in the pro-choice
movement are already ''distorting''
the legal efects, Stith claimed, pointing to efforts to paint the ''paramount'' amendment as a law that
would force states to prosecute
women for murder. He likened these
tactics to those surrounding the ERA,
whereby its opponents claimed the
ERA will require co-ed bathrooms and
the like.
The answer, Stith claimed, was the
Hatch amendment. Its wording cannot
be distorted to mandate prosecuting
women for murder or banning contraception. "SJR 110 cannot be accused
of locking the nation into any kind of
absolutism in either direction . . . .
The amendment does not point to the

continued on page three

Law School Gets Culture
by Susan Hay
Wesemann Hall hasn't seen so much
color and culture in years. Thanks to
the ingenuity of Matt Downs and Julie
Blackburn, the law school has recently
been transformed into an· art gallery.
On display are the oil paintings of
Valparaiso artists Pamela and John
Redick. Mr. Downs and Ms. Blackbum first saw the Redicks' paintings
at a local art fair last summer, and
were so impressed with them that
they arranged the exhibition here at
the law school.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Redick attended
Valparaiso University. They have
exhibited extensively throughout the
East and Midwest and collectively
hold numerous awards for their work.
Mrs. Redick has paintings in the art
collections of Standard Oil of Indiana,
Kemper Insurance Company, the
Union. League Club of Chicago, and
others. Continental Bank of Chicago,
American Hospital Association, and
Borg-W amer are among those corporations which own Mr. Redick's paintings.
At an opening reception on November 19, members of the Valparaiso

and law school communities met Mr.
Redick and viewed the collection
displayed in the library and courtroom. Mr. Redick explained at the
reception that his style is the result of
a continuing development.
He creates a painting by first
priming the masonite, his primary
medium. Working on the floor, he
then pours paint on the masonite,
moving the masonite and quickly
using a brush to shift and blend the
colors into his very distinctive
abstract landscapes. A graduate in
music from Valparaiso University,
Mr. Redick credits nature and music
as significant influences on his style.
Mr. Redick was proud to pomt out
that "Image," one of Mrs. Redick's
works, the lithograph in the hall
between the old and new parts of the
library, is currently on a national tour.
It has been shown at the Art Institute
of Chicago and will soon be on display
at the Smithsonian Institute. After the
exhibition closes here January 8, the
Redicks are taking their works to
several exhibitions and art fairs ln.
Florida, Mr. Redick said.

unborn child and say, 'Look, there is a
person.' But it does, remove the
blindfold fastened onto all of us by
Roe v. Wade. It permits us to look and
see and conceptualize the facts for
ourselves.''
The Hatch amendment would reopen
to public debate the significance of life
before birth. Stith expressed his
confidence that the state legislatures
will once again recognize and protect
the unborn. To do otherwise would
endanger the rights of newborn
infants (for arbitrary lines are wavering lines), a danger Stith claimed is
still intuitively unacceptable to most
people. Stith finished his testimony by
suggesting some changes in the
wording of the Hatch amendment to
further clarify its legal effect.
The wording and.intent of the Hatch
amendment is indeed a compromise
between several extremes. Unlike a
''Paramount'' Life amendment, SJR
110 fails to recognize the unborn as a
person. Thus the state need not vest
the fetus with an inviolable right to
life. The amendment fails to acknowledge a Roe v. Wade-type of
constitutional right to abortiOn. Therefore, restrictive abortion laws would
be constitutional, though not re. quired. The amendment is not a pure
''states rights'' amendment. Rather,
it gives both Congress and the state
legislatures the power to enact antiabortion laws. Thus, Congress could
pass a Federal Abortion Aet which.
would apply even in those states
whose legislatures passed no anti-abortion measures.
On the other hand, the Hatch
amendment would not mandate
uniform abortion laws. Individual
states could enact legislation more
restrictive than federal law. If there is
no federal law, states could choose to
allow abortion on demand. In a sense,
the amendment provides everyone
with some of what he or she wants,
but gives no one everything he or she
would like.
As a result, and as reflected in the
varied testimony before the Senate,_

Photo by Dan Granquist
Artist John Redick discusses his artistic methods
with Tim Patula and fellow artist Dan Avila.
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As many of you are aware. the
faculty has redefined the word ''Conflict ' ' as it relates to final exams. For
this and subsequent finals periods, a
conflict in exam scheduling has been
expanded to cover two or more exams
on the same day and not necessarily at
the same time. Students with conflicts
notified Mrs. Kohlhoff and she put
together individual exam schedules to
eliminate them.
As a result, some students will be
taking a particular. exam before or
after the majority of students in that
course. Without much thought, it is
easy to see that the opportunity for
collusion among a few students is
present. In simplified terms, this
means that one who will take an exam
before others could relay test
questions to another in return for
similar reciprocation.
It can and should be inferred from
this recent development that the
faculty places a great deal of trust in
the Honor Code. In addition, I think
that the law school population
generally abides by such a code,
written or not, because of our own

I've got a secret ... and I'm going to
tell it. I know more about my life than
you do. I decided my fellow Forum
staffer, Ed Biondi, deserved some
reinforcement for his ''Rumor''
editoriB.l, because after all, we writers
should dedicate ourselves to driving
the point home. Even those readers
who are bored with the Forum's
preoccupation with bathrooms and
rumors will have to admit--there is a
close association between the two.
I didn't set out to look for rumors in
deciding to write this. Lo and behold,
rumors came directly, or should I say ,
indirectly, to me. My first reaction
was: "ignorance is bliss." When one
finds oneself the subject of such mass
conjecture, however, it is amazing
how fast one's tum-the-other-cheek
attitude dissipates.
My purpose is not to add fuel to the
fire. My purpose is this: simply to say
that here, where we are being taught
daily to be skeptical in our intellectual pursuits, it seems that we are

Over the past few weeks, there has
been a fairly significant controversy
surrounding last spring's Taxation
course and the correlative issue of
student s criticizing a profess.or.
Strong stands have been taken on
both sides. I have viewed the entire
affair with mixed emotions, ranging
from amusement to anger, to a bit of
horror. I considered putting pen to
paper to publicize my own feelings on
the subject, but I decided to address a
more fundamental issue. The greatest
flaw in legal education, as I see it, is
that too little emphasis is placed on
the ability of professors to teach.
Few people would dispute the fact
that most law teachers are wellversed in their particular areas.
However, knowledge of the law is only
half of the responsibility of a legal
educator. More important is the
professor's obligation to effectively
transmit that knowledge to the
students in his class. Quality teaching
involves much more than standing in
the front of the classroom and
spewing out le_gal platitudes.
Black letter law may be gleaned
from reading cases and textual materials; the basic function which a
p rofessor must perform is to aid the
student in relating basic legal
principles to varying factual situations. This is commonly referred to as
teaching one to 'think like a lawyer,
Students should carry the lion's share
of this responsibility, but it is still up
to t he p rofessor to whet their
appetites for learning. Posing hypothetical.J and encouraging discussion
are t wo techniques whereby an instructor m ay enhance the learning
process.
E ffective teaching and effective
lawyering both depend on thorough
p reparation. St udents learn by exI

l l

morals and feelings about ''ethical
responsibility.'' Therefore, the trust
placed in the Honor Code by the
faculty is not unfounded.
My point, albeit a practical one, is
this: if the faculty subsequently finds
that it has placed an undue amount of
trust in the Honer Code, it certainly is
possible, if not expected, that the
definition of conflicts will revert back
to being merely two exams at the
same time. Personally speaking, had
that been the case this semester, I
would have had to take 14 credits
worth of exams in two days. It's
obvious I didn't choose my classes
with the finals schedule in mind; nor
do I think that such ought to be the
case. The redefinition serves to prevent what otherwise might be called
''coerced'' class selection.
In closing, then, I would ask that
everyone keep the above message in
mind throughout the finals period--in
the interests of both present and
future students. I too would like to
believe the Honor Code means more
than just the words which make it up.
hy Paul Barnett
only too willing to believe in superficial observations in our personal and
political dealings.
Any movie buff will .attest to the
comfort of the theatre, where all the
world is shut out fer a couple of hours.
It is so easy to- play the critic, judging
and absot.bing vicariously--until a
popcorn seed breaks a tooth r and it r s
back to reality and the dentist. It
hurts, too.
A movie's just a movie, and impressions of it are more reliable when
coupled with a knowledge of behindthe-screens operations. Neither evaluated alone will produce the truth.
Moviemakers make money on the
finished product. The National Enquirer, on the other hand, rakes it in
on conjecture about the goings on
behind the screen--and their reporters
go around the screen to get behind it.
How do you want to make your life
by Sally Schalk
profits?

ample. A professor who is wellprepared promotes a conscientious
attitude on the oart of his pupils.
Similarly, a professor who decided to
"wing it" encourages class members
to do the same.
The tenure system, in my view,
tends to insulate individuals in legal
education from meaningful review
insofar as their teaching is concerned.
Granted, one must meet certain
standards to receive tenure to begin
with, but teaching ability is not the
sole criterion upon which the decision
to grant tenure is based. I am also
suggesting that the job security which
accompanies tenure tends to allow s.
professor to perform at less than an
optimal level and still retain his
position.
In the business world, one loses his
job if he fails to do it compe5ently. Little consideration is given to
his past laurels or even to his
dedication. The same practice ought
to be adopted in legal education. Good
teachers would have nothing to fear.
Poor teachers would riot be .llllowed to
continue to damage the students who
have the misfortune to enroll in their
courses.
Before I am tarred and feathered, let
me state that, for the most part, I feel
that VU law professors fulfill their
obligations adequately. I also realize
that the problems that I see in the
legal education system pervade other
areas of higher education, as well. As
one of my more learned colleagues
has pointed out r the situation is much
worse elsewhere. Nevertheless, as
members of the legal education
system, both professors and students
have a duty to constructively criticize
that system. More competent 'ttorneys :are tke end·Tesult. That is the
primary goal of legal education.
by Deb Wildhage

Lockers Stuck · To Carpet ·
On the last Sunday of Thanksgiving
break, I became very excited. No, I
hadn't just seen the movie "10." I
was excited to hurry over to the law
school so I could redeposit my
casebooks in my locker. I had spent
well over a week with them (minus a
few days to visit the parents) and I had
grown very tired of looking at them. I
do not mean to imply that I read them,
I only looked at them because I had
dropped them in front of my T.V.
You see, I, as an official locker
renter, was asked to remove my books
from my locker. This was to facilitate
the relocation of the lockers to the
front entrance of the law school.
We students had been promised a
new lounge, and apparently the new
lounge design did not include space
for the lockers.
Imagine my surprise when I dragged
all my books to the law school and
found no lockers in the foyer. What a

New carpet: too expensive to stand on?

bummer, thought I. After some quick
thinking, I ruled out the Dean's office
as the new home for the lockers . If
they had been placed there, they no
doubt would have suffered the same
fate as our ''invisible'' Dean, never to
be seen again.
Farago's office was out, too. There
was the ''slim'' chance that the Asst.
Dean was trying out recipes for a new
book to be titled ''Junk Metal Food,''
but someone told me he is trying to be
a little more serious since he became a
candidate for Ehren's job. Besides,
the lockers could never fit in Farago's
office, at least not with him and his
momentos in there.
I didn't think that the lockers were
moved over to Lembke Hall, either.
It's not that it would have been inconvenient for students to walk to
Lembke because we all know how easy
it is to get there; it's just that those
teachers with offices in Lembke would
not appreciate the extra noise
generated by students slamtiiing
locker doors and trudging up and
down the creaky wooden stairs. Let's
face it, those profs. jH§t wouldn 't like
their snack time interrupted.
Then I rem~bered the women's
john in th_EYtibrary. Maybe the Dean
read the-Forum and decided to relieve
our women of the embarassingly noisy
washroom and tum it into a locker
room. No, lockers would be even
noisier than flushing toilets.
Then I decided to head downstairs.
Maybe they never moved them at all.
(They did--I'm sure I saw them
upstairs on Monday. Nov. 23). I got
down to the landing r stopped, and
realized I hadn't felt this wonderful
since the days of high school perversions. The law school lounge smelled
like a giant tube of Testor's glue.
Images of wide-armed, comfortable
furniture danced in my head as I
floated down to my locker. Yes, they'd
moved them back. Nice tables, goodlooking drapes, a space invader in the
comer, a McDonald's outlet where the
Pool machines once were. It was
heaven. It was a real lounge, for only
$10,500 and a few buckets of carpet
glue.
by Joseph Taylor

Dear Editor
I want to thank all those who were so
and helpful while I was
sick. Your caring shortened my
recovery period and made what could
have been a very difficult time much
easier. Your thoughtfulness did not go
unnoticed or unappreciated; I consider myself lucky to be among people
as special as you. Special thanks to the
Captain, the Buddies, the Junior
Partner and Joann.
con~emed

Heidorn's
Parting Words
It's over. Three years of law school
done. A few finals to slide through
and I'm out in the rain falling in the
parking lot looking over at the Big Boy
on 30 knowing the scene will be with
me my whole life.
Sitting there with my feet propped in
a vinyl chair trying to read but
thinking of poetry in the inadequate
light of the fancy lamp back there with
the plants and cloth soft chairs. The
gray Indiana sky shines in comparison.
It is a scene I carry from first year. I
think of it often now and will
throughout the life after law school.
My master image.
Not a class room, not the lounge
downstairs, not the pain of Evidence.
Just semi trucks swishing through the
wet road, the full lot, the Big Boy, the
grass, the Orange Bowl sign, and the
cemetary in back while I dream away
an afternoon in the library creating
other places to be.
Now, the other places will take their

turn.

by Dave Heidorn

Signed,
Sheila Greenstein
a.k.a. The Pneumonia Kid
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Stith Takes Firm Stand
continued from page one
strange coalitions of opposites have
formed and deep splits between alikes
have sprung up for and against the
Hatch amendment. Supporters argue
that Roe v. Wade is not a good law
even "for those who support the right
to abortion. They claim that the
amendment could garner the twothirds vote needed to pass Congress
(unlike the other amendments) and
could be ratified by 38 states because
it avoids common objections based on
rape, incest, abortifacients and contraception.
Opponents include those who believe
that the freedom of choice would be
endangered by any amendment that
overturned Roe v Wade. Pro-life
opponents argue that the amendment
Pictured above is Nancy Kohlhoff
tion by turning in their packets at will not be supported by pro-choice
discussing the' 'new'' registration
Christ College.
congressmen and that there are not
procedure with Scott Duerring, Mary
Prepared packets will be available in enough pro-life votes in either house.
McKenzie, Deb Yocum, and Alec
the main lobby at 8:00 a.m. on the Also, the "federalism" approach is
Sarkisian. If all goes as planned, the
morning of January 12. Students will regarded as unacceptable in principle
"bull-pen" sessions held in the New
need to sign their class cards, make because it does not affirm the personSeminar room will be eliminated. On
necessary corrections on the official hood of the unborn and leaves the
January 12 and 13, the official
registration form and sign it before
"right to life" to the discretion of
registration dates for the University,
taking the packets to Christ College. legislative bodies.
law students who turned in their
Schedule changes may be made
When the U.S Catholic Bishops
course selections before Thanksgiving
during the drop/add period. The recently endorsed the Hatch amendbreak and have settled their financial
deadline for adding or dropping ment, reaction was swift and varied.
courses is January 22, 1982..
Many hailed the decision as a great
obligations with the business office
will
able
their
registrastep forward
a group who
had until
.__
_ be
__
_to
_complete
_..;.._ _
__
...;;;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,...,. now
refused for
to officially
support
any

pro-life amendments. Judie Brown,
president of American Life Lobby, the
largest political action committee for
pro-life, had different thoughts: "It's
a disgrace to the Catholic Church . . .
the Bishops shouldn't be concerned
with political realities. The teaching of
the church is clearly against such an
approach to protecting life.''
Planned Parenthood, a long-time
advocate of abortion rights, wrote in
its publication Washington Memo:
''Many observers found it hard to
believe that the Heirarchy of the
Catholic Church could ever endorse a
constitutional amendment that fails to
declare outright that abortion is a
moral evil, and would even permit
Congress and the states to allow
unrestricted abortion as they so
chose.''
Until the Senate subcommittee
begins legislative action in the Spring
of next year, debate will continue in
both the pro-life and pro-choice
movements. Major considerations are
at stake. One can only hope that the
brewing war stays political and would
not spew forth into the less-hardy
parts of society. For if the legislative
system cannot resolve conflicts like
this one, free of violence, then nothing
else will prevent what could be a very
uncivil war.

Where To Find LSD In Valpo

Photo by Dan Granquist

Polygraph Demonstration
Sponsored By WLSA
WLSA's "Trial of a Rape Victim"
speaker Marlene Langfield unfortunately was unable to present her
program planned for Nov. lOth. Many
thanks nevertheless to those who
came and patiently waited before the
reception. "Trial of a Rape Victim"
will be rescheduled in January.
Polygraph expert Sue Yadavia from
the Michigan City Police Department
presented a demonstration of the
polygraph testing process on Monday,
Nov. 16th. A member of the Michigan
City Police Depar~ment for over 10
years, Sargeant Yadavia is the
force's only member qualified to
administer the polygraph test.
Officer Yadavia studied at Chicago's
Keeler Polygraph Institute, but noted
that Indiana imposes no licensing
requirements upon those desiring to
.become polygraph examiners, unlike
the neighboring states of lllinois and
Michigan. With this in mind, she
·inr

stressed that anyone who is asked to
submit to a polygraph test should
choose an examiner just as they would
choose any other professional. Faculty
members of Polygraph institutes are
frequently called upon to either
administer the test themselves or to
recommend other competent examiners.
An examiner's duties include not
only the administration of the test
itself, but also preparation of pretesting interviews, some interrogation, interpretation of test results and
preparation of a summary explaining
the test results that is later submitted
to· the party requesting the examination.
Keep an eye on the WLSA bulletin
boa;d. ~otices announcing speakers,
therr topics alJ(i dates of presentation,
along with other information of
interest to young lawyers is posted
there.

·Hillmg -B.mJc ...

Phone 464-9641

NORTHERN INDIANA BANK
and TRUST COMPANY
VALPARAISO • KOUTS • BURNS HARBOR • HEBRON
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member F .D.I.C.

The Law Student Division (LSD)
continues to be a presence at the law
school. The Division is one of 26 under
the American Bar Association umbrella, a non-profit organization which
represents the interests of law
students across the nation before the
organized bar, the Association of
American Law Schools, and the
Federal Government. The Division's
membership is over 44,000, and it
sponsors programs like Client Counseling, VITA, Legislative Research
and Drafting, and the National
Appellate Advocacy Competition. It
also publishes numerous publications,
most notably the Student Lawyer.
Having introduced each of you to
Division, let me now introduce those
individuals who represent the LSD
presence within the law school.
Valparaiso has the distinction of
having the largest number of persons
officially involved in Division activities, both in the Seventh Circuit and
in the nation. It also has second
highest Division membership in the
Seventh Circuit. Valparaiso's representatives include:

AND
JEWELRY
REPAIR

DIAMONDS

*

WATCHES

23 Lincolnway Valparaiso, Ind.

* JEWELRY

Phone 462-5931

Tim Patula, 7th Circuit Lt. Governor
for Organizations
Liz Pease, Research Assistant to the
Secretary-Treasurer, 7th Circuit
Women's Law Caucus Coordinator
Bill McMaster, VU Division Representative
Dan· Avila, Perry Rocco, Lisa
Veracco, Officio Members, Law
Student Division Activities Committee.
Besides building impressive resumes, this group of individuals has
enhanced the law school's image in
the Division, and established an
excellent reputation on the national
level. The Division maintains an office
here, located at:

25 Demotte Hall
Valparaiso University
Valparaiso, IN 46383
464-5422 (office)
464-7263 (messages)

Joe Wolczyk, National SecretaryTr~asurer

P .J. Stamper, Administrative Assist-
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He KnOws When You Are Sleeping
by Dan Banina
... He's making a list, and checking
it twice. Gonna find out who's
naughty and nice . . . ''

While Santa is making his list, law
students can make sure they are good
boys and girls by checking the list
below. While second and third year
students may scoff at the need for
such a list, first year students should
find it helpful. I remember after my
first semester here, it took' me a while
to adjust to the realization that during
Christmas break I had nothing to do
for the first time since August.
Moreover, I was a little confused as to
how I should act as an up and coming
''professional.''
So for first year students and any
other students who might need
guidance, I offer the following list of
do's and don't's for proper conduct
during the holiday break.
Rocks In The Sock for These:
1. Do not get too upset worrying
about grades . .It is~ late to. worry; .
there was plenty of time dunng the
semester for that. Also refrain from
jumping off buildings and from other
acts of desperation. Most people do
return for at least the rest of the
semester.
2. Do not call the school or waste
your time conrlng over hoping to find
out your grades. First year grades
always seem to be the last <?Des
posted, with P&P being the last one.
3. ·Do not go home and bore the
family to death with stories of har~
work and hairy hands. I have found
that telling law school stories is the
quickest way to put the family or a
date to sleep.
4. Do not alienate your friends
(non-law) by becoming a snob.
Friends are a .precious asset. Besides,
friends often prove to be a valuable
resource of future clients.
5. Do not freely give legal advice
during break. The temptation to apply

newly learned legal principles is
great. But to prevent ending up
stranded out on a limb and exposing
yourself to embarassment, bite your
tongue when discussing legal matters.
6. Do not go out and buy five new
three-piece suits or have personal
.business cards printed. Such action is
very premature. By the time these
things can be put to use, the suits will
be out of style and the cards yellow.
Happiness and Goodies for These:
1. Do be proud of yourself. No matter

way through school. These people
deserve to know how their investment
is coming along.
4. Do go out and do something
different with your friends. Try skiing,
go to a museum, or to a concert.
Believe it or not, there are many
wonderful things to do beyond the
hallowed corridors of Wesemann Hall.
5. Above all else, do have a joyous
holiday break and a Happy New Year.
And do not forget--be good for
goodness' sake.

how bad finals seemed to be, most
students have completed the demanding requirements preceding
finals. Indeed, these requirements
were tough and all students should
feel some sense of accomplishment.
2. Do be humble. Although the trek
tP-rough law school is well on its way,
the journey is far from completed.
Also, no one likes a braggart.
3. Do give a progress report to the
people who are helping to pay your

.,

..,
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What's on your list?

Pictured above are Moot Court team
members Leane English, Bill McMaster and Ray Merritt (1-r). This
team started with the petitioner
position at the recent national competition in Indianapolis, where they
fared well in the first two rounds, and
were beaten by Notre Dame in the
third. Professor Gromley, the team's
advisor, looks on.

The entire Moot Court team is ·
pictured in the upper right comer.
They are (1-r): Leane English, Ray
Merritt, Bill McMaster, Sally Rogers, ""
Mike Cloyd and Ken Bruce. The
teams had a good experience at the
competition. They encourage all
students to compete for open positions ·
on the Moot Court team. Try-outs will
be announced during the spring
semester.

r
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SBA NEWS

by Cynthia Pitts
Where were you when the lights
went out? The SBA meeting on
Tuesday. November lOth, was cut
short by the darkness which des.cended upon the Univer.sity. Perhaps
it was a message to Captain Ed Biondi
• who chaired the meeting. Or maybe it
~
was Maggie Mawby who decided that
since her issue had been discussed
f
nothing important was left to decide.
,.. Who knows? Anyway, it was reported
a: to be the world's shortest (best?) SBA
meeting thus far, but alas, another is
(" soon to follow on December 1st to pick
up where we left off. Bring your
flashlights and candles. Be there.
In spite of the brief meeting, a
, motion was passed to donate $200 of
SBA funds to Mock Trial. Prof.
._ Stevenson, sponsor of Mock Trial,
t- "'). pays expenses for the team out of his
own pocket. The administration re-r fuses to budget money for them as it
c
does for Moot Court- and Law Review.
Along with the donation, SBA will
" send a letter to the administration
stating that it is the responsibility of
tthe administration to support Mock
Trial and that SBA' s action should not
be considered precedential.
t

.,

Someone else is smoking again
his back to you
at a table where he opens a book
that will tell him something he doesn't
care to know,
the air-life of birds that fly, nest and
die,
the slope of a line whose number is
greater than
the number of times he looks up
5
drags on his cigarette
and his hair agrees with the comb
the chosen way
when he turns
his face older than you expect
the brows fuller
foreign
like a shaggy old man's
the cigarette on the way to his mouth,
his nose a ridge
weathered by wind
the quiet life of his collar
its graph paper plaid
peering over the sweater
you imagine buttons
plotted along a function
that smoke will not follow,
like words on the page that drift
away from themselves
and blur around him,
the air gazing in grey
A friend approaches your table
and disappointment fills the creases
of your hand
the one writing
comfortable with the blue assurance
. of his back
that waits as you write
something for him to read·
and fold into his book

Photo by Dan Granquist
Library gets framed

Timeless Trivia
1. What was the name of the two Commissioner Pete Rozelle to sell his
twtles and the dog owned by the lead interest in a particular nightclub or
character in the movie "Rocky?"
quit football. What was the name of
the nightclub?
2. Who was the author of the famous
saying, ''Nice guys finish last?''
8. Name the planets in order.
3. What is the best selling album of 9. Who built the first ' 'sound
all time?
machine'' and what song was the first
to be recorded on it?
4. What rock star appeared on the
covers of both Time and Newsweek in 10. Who was the inventor of bifocal
the same week?
eyeglasses?
5. What was the name of the boat
Charles Darwin used to sail to the
Galapagos Islands?

11. What defunct singing duo was
originally known as ' 'Tom and
Jerry?"

6. What was Marilyn Monroe's real
name?

12. Ben Franklin tried to name a
different bird than the bald eagle as
our nation's symbol. What bird was
it?

7. When Joe Namath was quarterback
for the N.Y. Jets he was told by
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In GOOD FAITH Offers You:
PLANE RESERVATIONS--TO ALL AREAS OF THE UNITED STATES
AND ALL INTERNATIONAL DESTINATIONS:
Super-Saver, Super Coach, Supreme Super Saver
Smart-.Stop, Pe~, O~f Peak, Super Jackpot, Ape~
Holiday, Thnft Tnp, Moonlighter, Group 8 ...
(Let us interpret and define these clever terms for you: you'll save
money!)
TRAIN TRAVEL--Reserve in advance for discount fares!
HOTEL AND. RESORT RESERVATIONS- Florida? Bermuda? for Spring
Break? Now Is the time for decision!
CRUISES--3 days or 91 days--Bahamas or Bali!
CAR REN'l AL--Toyotas to Thunderbirds!
GROUP TRAVEL--Have 10 friends? Travel together and save

926-7691

TRY US
19 S. Calumet

Chesterton IN

Toll Free !
46304
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HOLIDAY FUN! !
Above are 35 objects connected with the
"Holiday Season." Have a jolly 'ol
time trying to find these words.
MERRY CHRISTMAS!!

ALE
ANGEL
BELLS
CARDS
CHAMPAGNE
CHEER
CHRISTMAS
COAL
EGGNOG
ELF
GARLAND
GIFTS

HAM

HANGOVER
HOLIDAY
HOLLY
ICICLE
KING
MANGER
MISTLETOE
MYRRH
NEW YEAR
NOEL

ORNAMENT
PARTY
ROSE BOWL
SANTA
SING
SLED
SNOWBALL
SNOWFLAKE
STAR
STOCKING
TREE
YULE

Dear 3rd Year:
I've got my eye on a certain second
year student. But whenever I start to
talk with her, her breath is so bad that
I get tears in my eyes and nave to turn
my head. How do I inform this lady of
her halitosis?
Signed,
Gas Mask
by Deb Wildhage

Dear 3rd Year:

Dear Gas:

As a first year student, i find law
school to be a very challenging
experience, not unlike a football
g~e. The game has been a tough
one, though. Whenever I manage to
do an ·end run around Ivan's reading
assignments, Marcia flies up and
floors me with a new writing assignment. So far I've managed to stay in
bounds and gradually gain yardage.
Do you think I can score?

The approach you use depends on
how well you know the girl. If she is a
good friend that you would like to get
more personal with, come straight out
and tell her, "Hey Fido, you've really
got dog breath." If you've just met
her and are still trying to make a big
impression on her, be subtle, and say,
''People with bad oral hygiene really
make me sick." Then start feigning
the dry heaves. If that doesn't send
her rushing for the Scope, you're
hankerin' after a real slob.

Signed,
Piggy Skin

Dear 3rd Year:
Dear Piggy:
You'll have your opportunity to score
on the final. Whether you can be
successful depends on how well
you've covered your assignments this
semester. Keep plugging away and
you should have no problem passing
the exam. Also, don't.watch too many
Bear games or you may never make it
to the second semester.

I see there is a new organization
called JALSA. These new associations
are getting out of hand. Come on now,
what's so great about New Jersey? If
these people love New Jersey so much
why didn't they stay there and go to
Rutgers or Seton Hall? What vital
community functions do these "Gardeners'' perform?
Signed,
Disgusted

Dear 3rd Year,
I noticed Professor Bartelt was
chosen to occupy the Seegers Faculty
Chair. I can't understand why this is
such a notable event. Big deal, so
Louie finally gets to sit down. It's the
least he deserves after many fine
years of service and dedication. Don't
you think he deserves something more
than a measly chair?
Signed,
Curly
Dear Curly:

Dear Disgusted,
JALSA is made up of people who
probably wish they were attending the
finer educational institutions you
mentioned. However, due to their
obvious mental deficiencies they have
congregated here to console each
other. From reviewing their last
meeting report, the group would more
appropriately . be named the Junior
Alcoholics Law Student Association.
They perform the vital function of
making us all happy that we don't talk
or act like them.

-

Louie Bartelt certainly deserves
more than a single chair for accomplishments. I am currently fonning a
committee to solicit funds to buy him a
matching sofa, table and lamp set.
Anyone interested in contributing to
this worthy cause should send their
money to Dear 3rd Year in care of the
Forum. Louie will appreciate your
generosity and so will I.

~

by Deb Wildhage

Dear 3rd Year:
I think my fellow male law students
are absolutely adorable. They are all
so mild-mannered ~Dd clean. The
Preppy look really turns me on. You
sound like a fun-loving guy. What do
you look like and what do YOU do for
fun?
s·1gned ,
Markie Gaylord Blade
Orifice City, IN
Dear Mark,
I am six feet four inches tall and
weigh 400 pounds. I smell like a swine
except for my mold-encrusted blue
jeans which emit a distinctly rotten
stench. I enjoy getting blasted at the
bar and punching out cutie-pie
dishrag faggots like you. Any more
questions?

Scientists at the esteemed Wildhage
Institute of Technonoly (W.I.T.) released the results of a two-year study
which conclusively proves that law
school is the leading cause of premature senility. The findings, embodied in a not more than five to six
page memorandum of law ,are based
solely upon the observations of Institute founder Deborah S. Wildhage,
who enrolled at the Valparaiso
University School of Law in 1979 for
purposes of the study. Wildhage' s
report was supplemented by a videotape that she was unable to show to
reporters because she had misplaced
it.
The onset of senile dementia
legalesa (SDL) often occurs soon after
the subject enters law school.
Airheadity extremis is one of its
earliest symptoms. The subject is
unable to master such simple tasks as
getting through the front doors of the
law building or opening a simple
combination lock.
Another common manifestation of
this malady is an almost obsessive
attachment to inanimate objects.
Many subjects, in the 1-L stage of the
disorder, have an almost slavish
devotion to Xerox machines and
Harvard Citators. Those in the 2- L and
3-L phases of the disorder exhibit this
behavior as well, although the objects
of dependence are headnotes, Casenotes, Gilberts and Nutshells. Their
attachment to these things is more
diversified than individuals in the 1-L
phase, but more frantic, especially at
the end of a school term.
·
A phenomenon, known generically
as finals (the more common term
being panicus citius) afflicts all subjects twice a year. Adherence to
inanimate objects increases, even in
those whose affinity for academic

Dear 3rd Year:
What's the difference between a
snowman and a snowwoman?
Signed,
Ed McMahonaclaus
Dear Ed:
Snowballs!! Ha, ha, ha, Ho, ho, ho. I
hope everyone has a joyous holiday
break and I'll be back to deliver more
abuse next semester. Till then, take
off. ehh!

'Twas the night before break
And all through the school
Not a 3-L was stirring,
They're out drinking, you fool!
1-L memos given
To T.A.'s with great care,
In hopes that Marcia
Will grade them quite fair!
The law review notes
Had been put to bed,
While their poor, tired writers
Slept like the dead.
And in the library
And the lounge, as well,
There was no more chatter,
no voices to quell.
A noise loud enough
To scare life out of man
Was simply Marge emptying
Another trash can.
Homeward this poet
Must take her flight.
There's more to the poem,
But forget it--all right?

crutches had previously been dormant.
Greater consumption of vitamins,
sleeping aids, laxatives and antiemetics indicates that the bodies of
SDL sufferers age more quickly than
those of normal human beings. One
unfortunate soul was seen buying
Geritol, drinking it straight from the
bottle, and then doing a commercial
which began, ''My Hornbook, I think
I'll keep it.''
The pinball reaction is another
typical result of academically-induced
senility. During the most stressful
periods of finals, law students tend to
bounce off of walls, ceilings and
furniture without exhibiting any pain
responses. Rapidly losing their sense
of reality, victims of the disorder may
talk to themselves and often respond
to their own questions. In extreme
cases, a subject may even challenge
himself to a duel. If this happens, he
will certainly be harmed, no matter
which one of him wins the contest.
Persons suffering from senile dementia legalesa often are more dangerous to the world at lat"ge than they
are to themselves. Defense mechanisms protect SDL patients. Glazed
eyes and a perpetual half-smirk
characterize the more dangerous
variety. Fortunately, in most cases,
the subject can be rendered virtually
harmless by the offeririg of a hefty
retainer and/ or contingency fee.
Interaction of this nature may render
the SDL a friend for life or, at least, a
zealous advocate.
More findings are expected to be
released by W.I.T. as soon as the staff
remembers what they are. For further
developments, watch this column,
unless one is overcome by senile
dementia legalesa. If the latter
happens, relax and enjoy!

Traditions
by Sally Schalk
Little brother
different light in your eyes
are they as mine were
once?
when I too
found oyster stew unbearable
on Christmas Eve?
you sit as I did
spooning it into itself
waiting-for the green light smiles
of Mom and Dad
to free one gift
of its wrappings
at last
The one chosen--days ago.
Which one did I pick?
I haven't yet.
But then,
I didn't even like oyster stew-once.

THE LAMENT

a business dedicated to Christian principles
where shopping is a real pleasure

It is ironic:
I have been here for 2 Y2 years
And each day that passes
I feel more and more
Like a stranger in this place.
My Life
Is less and less a part of this school
And often I wonder why
Am I here at all.
It has nothing
To do with becoming a lawyer
It has to do with this place.
It has never been a home
And now feels less so
Even the people seem distant
And without them
This place ceases to be at all.

TYPING SERVICE
Two experienced recently retired
legal typists will give you prompt
accurate service on your papers,
reports, thesis or dissertations,
regardless of size of paper or
number of pages.

Phone 462-0139
or 462-4625

